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1. INTRODUCTION 
We shall consider the graphs whose vertex set is the set of all lines of 
PG(n, q), two vertices being joined by an edge whenever the corresponding 
lines intersect. Then these graphs satisfy the following properties: 
(i) For two vertices a and /I not joined to each other, d(a)nd(/I) is 
isomorphic to the lattice graph L,(t); t is constant and at least 2. 
(ii) For three vertices c(, 8, and y not joined to each other, d(a)n 
d(/?)nd(y) is discrete. (d(a) is the set of all vertices joined to a.) 
Conversely, we can prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM A. Let r= ( V, E) be the graph satisfying the above coditions 
(i) and (ii), and not complete. Then r is one of the following graphs: 
(a) The graphs of PG(n, q) with n 2 3, mentioned above. 
(b) The triangle graphs T(m) with m > 4. 
(c) The quotient of the Johnson graph (i”). 
We shall construct the graphs whose vertex set is the set of all k-dimen- 
sion projective subspaces of PG(n, q), two vertices being joined by an edge 
whenever they have a (k - 1 )-dimension projective subspace in common. 
Then these graphs satisfy the condition (ii), and for two vertices c1 and B, 
with d(cr, /I) = 2, d(cr)nd(/?) is isomorphic to L,(t). (d is a distance 
function.) 
I received the advice that Theorem A is generalized by applying the main 
theorem of Cohen [4] as follows: 
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Let G be a finite connected graph satisfying 
(i) For two vertices CI and /J with ~(cY, fl) = 2, the graph induced by G 
on the set of their common neighbours is isomorphic to a lattice graph 
&(f), t is constant and at least 2. 
(ii) For three pairwise not joined vertices IX, /I, and y, the set of com- 
mon neighbours of CY, fl, and y is discrete. 
Then G is one of the following: 
(a) a clique; 
(b) a Johnson graph (;t-) (vertices are k-sets in a fixed n-set, joined 
when they have a (k - l)-set in common); 
(c) the quotient of the Johnson graph (‘,“) obtained by identifying K 
with s(X- K), where X is the underlying 2k-set, K a k-set, and s an element 
in Sym(X) with s* = 1, having at least 10 fixed points. 
(d) the Grassmann graph [ ;I, (vertices are k-subspaces in an n- 
dimensional vector space over GF(q), joined when they have a (k - l)- 
space in common). 
We shall construct the following graph. Let P and L be the sets of points 
and lines of a finite projective plane, respectively. The set of vertices is the 
sum of P and L, and two vertices are not joined to each other whenever the 
corresponding point and line are not incident. This graph has the following 
characterization. 
THEOREM B. Let r be a connected and not a complete graph, and r, be a 
lattice graph of type m x n, with 2 < m -C n. For two vertices c1 and y of r with 
d(cr, y) = 2, each connected component of the subgraph A(cr)n A(y) is 
isomorphic to r,, and r satisfies the condition (ii). Then r is isomorphic to a 
graph mentioned above. 
2. GENERAL DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 
Through this paper, a graph is a pair (V, E), where V is a finite set and 
E is a set of unordered pairs of the elements of I/. The elements of V are 
called vertices, and the elements of E are called edges. We say that a vertex 
a is joined to a vertex /3 if the unordered pair of c1 and /? is an element of E. 
We define for any vertex CI of V, 
A(m)= {BE VI (~,B)E@. 
r= (V, E) is regular if the number of the vertices of A(a) is constant for 
any vertex CC, and a regular graph r is strongly regular when for any two 
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distinct vertices GI and p, Id(a) n d(B)1 depends only on whether or not c1 is 
joined to /?, and there exist two vertices not joined to each other. For a 
strongly regular graph I’= (V, E), we put 
Id(a)I = k, M(a) n 4D)I = ~1 for Bed(a), 
=C for B$&a)u {a), 
and we call k, a, and c parameters of the strongly regular graph lY 
The graph r= (V, E) is complete if E is the set of all unordered pairs of 
the elements of V, and is discrete if E is empty. We call a maximal complete 
subgraph of r a clique of r. 
A lattice graph of dimension 2 is defined by setting V= T x T, where 
T= {l,..., t}, and by joining two vertices when they have one coordinate 
the same. We denote the lattice graph of dimension 2 by L?(t). A triangle 
graph is defined by setting V= T*, where T* is the set of all unordered 
pairs of T, and by joining two vertices whenever they have exactly one 
common symbol. We denote the triangle graph by T(t). 
For the realization of the strongly regular graphs, we have the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 1. If there exist the strongly regular graphs with parameters k, a, 
and c, then we have 
(i) k=2c, a=c- 1, or 
(ii) (a - c)* + 4(k - c) = s2 for some integer s, and the expression 
m=$ ((k-1 +c-a)(s+c-a)-2c) 
is a positive integer. 
Last, for the proof of Theorem A, we shall prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Let Sz be the$nite set, and .93 be a set of t-subsets of Q such 
that JB1 n B,I = 1 for any two distinct elements B, and B, of 39. Then we 
have 
IBIG i,j B. 
I I BEJ 
Prooj We put B= {B, ,..., B,} and UBES B= {a ,,..., a,,}, and define 
the matrix C(c,h= I,..., m,j= 1 .._., n. 
1 
co = 
if Bj3aj, 
0 if Bj3aj. 
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det(C* C’) = det 
Therefore we have 
rank C=m and m dn. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM A 
(1) r is a strongly regular graph. 
Proof. For two vertices a and /I joined to each other, choose a vertex y 
of d(a)\d(B)\{fl}. Then d(p)n d(y) is isomorphic to L*(t), and a is con- 
tained in A(/?) n d(y). Therefore the number of the vertices of d(b) n d(y) 
which are not joined to a is equal to (t - 1)‘. Thus the number of the edges, 
which join a vertex of d(a)\d(/?)\{P} and a vertex of d(fi)\d(a)\{a}, is 
equal to (t - l)* I~(u)\~(J!?)\(/I)I. Similarly for a vertex ‘1 of 
d(P)\d(a)\{a}, the number of the vertices of d(ct)nd(t~), which are not 
joined to /?, is equal to (t - 1)2. Thus we have 
tt- I)* I~b4\4S)\(BlI =(t- 1J2 IW\4a)\Wl. 
so 
I4a)l = WN- 
Since r is connected, for any vertex c( of V, Id(a)1 is constant. 
Next, we shall show that the subgraph d(u) is regular. Let 6, and 6, be 
vertices of d(a), which are joined to each other, and choose a vertex q of 
d(~)n(d(6,)\d(6,)\{6,}). Then d(q)nd(d,) is isomorphic to L*(t), and 
{a, 6 1} is contained in A(q) n A(6,). Therefore the number of the vertices of 
d(q)nd(G,), which are joined to a, and not joined to dl, is equal to t - 1. 
So the number of the edges, which join a vertex of 
dta)ntdt6,)\d(62)\(62)) d an a vertex of d(a)n (~I(6,)\d(6,)\(6,)), is 
equal to (t- 1) Id(cc)n(d(G,)\d(6,)\{6,})~. As before, we have 
I4a)n4~,)I = l4a)n4M. 
Since d(cr) is connected, Id(a) n d(p)1 is constant for any vertex fi of d(a). 
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(2) For two vertices a and y not joined to each other, let K be a cli- 
que of the lattice graph d(a)nd(y), and /?i and /I2 be two vertices of K, 
and 6 be a vertex of d(P,)nd(j3,). Then 6 is a vertex of K, or is joined to 
all vertices of K. 
Proof When 6 = a or y, proof of (2) is trivial. If 6 is not contained in 
d(a)ud(y)u (a, y}, then a, y, and 6 are not joined to each other, and 
(B,,Pz}cd(a)nd(y)nd(6). Th’ 1s is contrary to condition (ii). Therefore 
we may assume that 6 is a vertex of d(a)ud(y). When 6 is a vertex of 
d(a)nd(y), it is trivial that 6 is contained in K. Let 6 be a vertex of 
d(a)\d(y ), and assume that 6 is not joined to some vertex /3 of K. Let K,, 
be the clique of d(a)nd(y) such that K,, contains pi, i= 1,2, and is dis- 
tinct from K. 
Now we shall show that 6 is joined to all vertices of Kp, and Kp,. If 6 is 
not joined to some verex /I’ of Kp,, then 6, /I, and /?’ are not joined to each 
other, and (a, ai} c d(6) n d(B) n A@‘). Th’ is is contrary to the condition 
(ii). Next we choose vertices 9; of Kp,, i = 1,2, such that 17, is not joined to 
q2. Put (ci, az}.= d(a) nd(y)nd(q,) nd(v,), then E, is not joined to Ed. 
On the other hand we have the fact that a, 6, E,, and e2 are vertices of the 
lattice graph d(q,)nd(q,), and a, 6, and si are joined to each other, 
i= 1, 2. Therefore c1 and Ed are joined to each other. This is a contradic- 
tion. Thus we can conclude that if 6 is the vertex of d(B,)nd(/l,) n 
d(a)\d(y), then 6 is joined to all vertices of K. When 6 is the vertex of 
4Pdn4B2)n4y)\4 ) a , we have similarly the fact that 6 is joined to all 
vertices of K. 
(3) Let a, y, pi, and fiz be the vertices detined in (2). Then A(j?,)n 
d(p,) n d(a)\d(y) and A(/?,) nd(bJ nd(y)\d(a) are both complete sub- 
graphs, and any vertex of A(~l)nA(/?,)nA(a)\d(y) is not joined to any 
vertex of d(fll)nA@,)nA(y)\A(a). 
Proof: Let 6, and 6, be two vertices of ~I(/?~)nA(/?,)nA(a)\d(y), and 
assume that 6, is not joined to 8*. Then 6,) 6,, and y are not joined to 
each other, and d(b,)nd(&)nd(y) contains /?I and p2. This is contrary 
to the condition (ii). Assume that some vertex 6 of A(/?,) nd(B,) n 
d(a)\d(y) is joined to some vertex q of A(~,)nA(~2)nA(y)\d(a). Then 
d(a)nd(q) contains Ku {S}, and 6 is joined to all vertices of K. (K is 
defined in (2)). Since y is joined to all vertices of K, y is also joined to 6 
from (2). This is impossible. 
(4) For two vertices /I1 and /I2 joined to each other, there are exactly 
two cliques which contain {/.I,, p2}. Call them C, and C,, then we have 
lC,nC,I =t. 
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ProoJ: Since r is a strongly regular graph, d(/?i)\d(/&)\&} is not 
empty. Let q be a vertex of 4(/3,)\4(/?J\{f12}. Then 4(f12)nd(q) is 
isomorphic to &(t), and contains B1. We can choose vertices CI and y of 
4(/?J n d(q), which are joined to /II, and not joined to each other, because 
there are two cliques of A(/?*) n d(q) which contain /Il. For a, y, fil, and 
&, from (2), we have that two cliques, containing {/I,, bz} which 
Ku {a>~ {d(B,)nd(P,)nd(a)\d(y)} and Ku {Y}U P(B,b4&)n 
d(y)\d(a)}, and the intersection of them is K (K is defined in (2)). 
(5) Let C be a clique of I-, and y be a vertex not contained in C. 
Then we have 
ICn~(y)l = t or 0. 
Proof. Assume ( C n d(y)1 > 2. We choose two vertices /I1 and bz of 
d(y) n C, and the vertex a of C which is not joined to y. For a, /II, p2, and 
y, by using (4), we have Id(y)n Cl = t. Next assume d(y) n C= {/I}. For 
the vertex c( of C\{/?}, we choose two cliques K and R of the subgraph 
d(cc) n d(y) which contain 8. Then there exist three cliques of r which con- 
tain {a, p}; one is C, another one contains (~1, K}, and the other contains 
{LX, K’}. This is contrary to (4). 
(6) For two joined vertices LX and p, let C1 and C2 be two cliques 
which contain a and /I. Let 6 be a vertex of C,\C2, and C be the clique dis- 
tinct from C, which contains {cr, S}. Then we have Cn C2 = (a}. 
Proof: It is trivial that Cn C, n C, = {a} from (4). Since any vertex of 
C,\C, is not joined to any vertex of Cz\C1, we have Cn C, = (a}. 
(7) Let C, and C2 be two cliques which contain the vertex a, and 
IC, n CJ = t. Then we may choose all cliques D, ,..., D,, and F, ,..., Fy, 
which contain a, as follows: 
DinDj=FpnFq= {a} for i#j and PZ% 
lDi( = ICzl, IFpI = ICI\, and lD,n Fpl = t for any D,and any F,. 
Furthermore we have 
ICI1 - 1 x=-, 
t-l 
y=Iwl 
t-l’ 
and Id(a)I =(lCIl - l)(lC21 - l)l(t- 1). 
Proof We put the subset & of the cliques 
%= {Cg(fC1)ICB3a,p;BEC1\(Co). 
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Then we have 
IC,nC,I =t for C, E 4 
from (4). Therefore 141 = ( I C, I - 1 )/( t - 1). Furthermore we have 
4a)u{~)= u c, and CpnCgf= {a} for C,# C,, 
CfiEF2 
from (5) and (6). Similarly we put the subset PI of the cliques 
&={fC,(f C?)lCg3C(,Y;YEC2\~C133. 
Then we have 
)C,nC,l =t for C,E*, /Y,l =(lC,l - l)/(t- l), 
d(ct)u {cl)= u c, and C,nC,,= {ct) for C, # C,.. 
CT em .F] 
We put 4 = {D1,..., ~~lc,l+l~l~,-I~} and % = (F1,..., Fclc,l- ljjcl--lj}. The 
clique which contains a, is certainly contained in Fr or 4. 
Now we shall show that IC, n C’;,I = t for C, E P2 and C, E %. When 
C, = C2 or Ci. = C,, it is trivial that IC, n C,.I = t. Assume C, # C, and 
C;. # C,, Then /? and y are not joined to each other. Let K1 and K, be two 
cliques of d(b) rid(y) which contain tl, and K, = C, n C,. Then C, and C, 
both contain KZ. Therefore lCpn C,I = t. Since U, F,,~d(a) and 
IDinFpI = t, we have lDil = (t- 1) IFI1 + 1 = JC21. Similarly we have 
IFpI = IC,I and Id(~)I = (ICI1 - lNIC21 - l)l(f- 1). 
From (7) the structure of d(a) is completely decided. 
Hereafter we put .Y= (IC,l - l)/(t- 1) and y= (IC,l - l)/(t- l), and let 
C(Q) be the set of all vertices of V\{E} not joined to CI. We shall investigate 
in what case two vertices of C(a) are joined to each other. 
We put A, ,..., A ~, and B, ,..., B?.: 
Ai= L&\(u) and B,=Fj\{M) (1 <i<.x, 1 <j<y). 
(8) Let y be a vertex of Z(a). Then we can choose A ii,..., Ai,( # ) and 
Bj, ,..,) B,,(#)such that IA,nBjmnd(y)l=l, 16k, m<t. 
Proof: Let 8, and B, be two vertices of A ; n B,. Then the clique which 
contains /?r and /I2 is Ai or Bj. Therefore there is not the vertex of Z(U) 
joined to both /?, and fi2. Thus we have \A,n Bind(y)/ < 1. Since the sub- 
graph d(a)nd(y) is isomorphic to L*(f), it is easy to prove (8). For a ver- 
tex y of Z(M), we put ?(A ) and y(B), 
Y(A)= {Ai I Ajn4y)Z@}, “~fB)={Bjl Bjnd(r)#G}. 
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(9) For A,, Aj( #) and Bk, B,( #), let B1, /I>, f13, and /I4 be vertices 
of AinB,, AinB,, AjnB,, and A,nB,, respectively. Then there exists 
only one vertex of Z(E) which is joined to b,, /?*, /z?~, and fi4. 
Proof. /I1 and f14 are not joined to each other, and d(fl, ) n d(f14) con- 
tains a, Ain B,, and Ajn Bk. Since d(B,) n d(pJ is isomorphic to L,(t), 
there exists only one vertex of A(fll)nA(f14) which is not joined to c( and 
joined to both /I2 and /13. 
For (lo), (ll), (12), and (13), let y and y’ be vertices of Z(cr). 
(10) ly(A)ny’(A)I =O, 1, or t. 
Proof. Assume that y(A)n y’(A) = {Ai, A,,...}, i #j. For some B, of 
y(B) and some B, of y’(B); k # m, let 6,, 6,, J3, and b4 be vertices of 
AinBknd(y), A,nB,nd(y), AinB,nd(y’), and AjnB,nd(y’), respec- 
tively, and let q be a vertex of C(a), where d(q) contains { 6,) 6,, 6,, S,}. 
Then since AinB,nd(y)=AinB,nd(q)= (6,) and AjnB,nd(y)= 
AjnB,nd(q)= {6,}, we have B,nd(y)=B,nd(q). Therefore 
y(A) = q(A). Similarly we have y’(A)= u(A). Thus we obtain that 
Y(A)=Y’(A). 
(11) Assume that y(A)=y’(A) and y(B)ny’(B)= B,. When d(y)n 
B, = d(y’) n Bk, y is joined to y’, and when d(y) n B, # d(f) n B,, y is not 
joined to y’. 
Proof Assume that d(y) n B, = d(y’) n B, and y is not joined to y’. 
Then y, y’, and CI are not joined to each other, and d(y) n d(y’) n d(a) con- 
tains d(y) n B,. This is contrary to the condition (ii). Next assume that 
d(y) n B, # d(y’) n B, and y is joined to y’. Then we can set {fi} = d(y) n 
B, n A, # d(y’) n B, n A, for some A, of y(A). fi is not joined to y’, and 
d(p) n d(y’) contains d(y’) n A, and y. But y is not joined to any vertex of 
d(y’)n A,. This is contrary to the fact that d(B)nd(y’) is isomorphic to 
L*(f). 
(12) Assume that y(B)ny’(B)=@ and Iy(A)ny’(A)I = 1 or t. Then 
y is not joined to y’. 
Proof. In the same way as (1 l), we can prove (12). 
(13) Assume that y(A)ny’(A)=A, and y(B)ny’(B)=B,. Then y is 
not joined to y’. 
Proof. If d(y)nA,nB,#d(y’)nA,nBB,, in the same way as (ll), y 
is not joined to y’. Assume that d(y)nA,nB,=A(y’)nA,nB,={B}, 
and y is not joined y’. We put {6}=d(y)nA,nB, and 
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Iv> =4y’)nA, n B, for A, # Ak, B, # B,. Furthermore we set the subset 
@ of C(E), 
Then )@I = t - 1 from (9). d(b)nd(y’) contains (y, /?, @}, and all ver- 
tices of {y, b, @} are joined to each other. This is impossible. 
When y(A) n y’(A) = 0, and y(B) n y’(B) = $3, we can not decide 
whether or not y is joined to y’. We note that the assertions of (lo), (ll), 
and (12) also hold by the exchange of the letter A and B of them. 
Next assume that y(A) = y’(A) and y(B) = y’(B), and put the subset G of 
C(a) for the vertex y of Z(a), 
6= C~E~(a)Irl(A)=y(A)andr(B)=y(B)J. 
(14) The size of 6 is equal to (t - 1)“. 
ProoJ From (9) and (lo), it is easy to prove (14). 
(15) The number of the vertices of 6, which are joined to y, is at 
least t2(t - 2). 
Proqf: We put the subset G,,i of 6 for Ai of y(A) and Bi of y(B) 
6j,i=(6(#y)(d(6)nAj=d(y)nA,,andd(6)nBi=d(y)nBi). 
Then all vertices of GiTi are joined to y, and )GiIil = t - 2. Furthermore 
G;,j n 6;. i’ is empty for i # i’ or j fj’. Therefore the number of the vertices 
of 6, wh’ich are joined to y, is at least t”(t - 2). 
(16) The number of the vertices of 6, which are not joined to y, is at 
least (t-2)*(t- 1) t. 
Proof: We put the subset /i, of 6 for Ai of y(A) and Bj of y(B), 
Ai,i={~EG/AinBind(y)=A;nBjnd(~)= {a}, A,nd(y)#A,nd(r]), 
andB,nd(y)#Bjnd(q)}. 
We shall show that y is not joined to any vertex of ,4,. Assume that y is 
joined to some vertex r of .4,,, and let C be the clique which contains 
{p, y, c}. Then C, Aiu {a}, and Bju { CY> are three cliques which contain 8, 
and ~{Aju{cc}}n{Bju{a}}~=t. Th ere ore f from (7), the number of the 
vertices of C n { Ai u {E} } or C n { Bj u (IX} 1 is equal to t. This is contrary 
to the choice of 5. 
The number of the vertices of ,4ij is equal to (t - 2)*(t - 1) from (9), and 
Ai,, n /ii>< is empty for j #j’. Therefore the number of vertices of 6, which 
are not Joined to y, is at least (t - 2)*(t - 1) t. 
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(17) For each pair of two joined vertices 6 and r of 6, there exist Ai 
and B, such that Aind(G)=Aind(q) and Bjnd(G)=Bjnd(q). 
Proof: Since (t-l)4=1+t2(t-2)+(t-2)2(t-1)t, we can conclude 
that the number of the vertices of 6, which are joined to 6, is equal to 
t*(t - 1). By the proof of (15) we have the assertion of (17). 
Under the preparations up to now, we shall prove Theorem A. 
(18) t=x or t=y except t=2 and x=y=5. 
Proof: Assume that t < x and x < y. Let y i , y2, and y3 be three joined 
vertices of C(a) such that y,(B) = y*(B) = y,(B) and Jyi(A) n y,(A)1 = 1 for 
i #j. We shall consider the clique C which contains (y,, y2, y3). The size of 
the clique, which contains {ylT YJ u bWl)n4~2h4L where 
Ai=y,(A)nyz(A), is equal to x (t-l)+ 1. Therefore the size of Cis equal 
to y(t- l)+ 1. 
If x < y, then for two vertices y and y’ of C, we have 
Y(B) = Y’(B) 
or 
y(A)ny’(A)=1ZI and Y(B) n Y’(B) = (21 
from (ll), (12), (13), and (17). We put the subset C6 of C for a vertex 6 
of c, 
c,= (qECIr@+6(B)]. 
Then ICal d IUvEc6 r (A)\ from Lemma 2. Therefore we have 
y(t-l)+l=(CI<x. 
This is impossible. 
Next if 2 < t < x = y, then for two vertices y and y’ of C, we have 
Y(B) = Y’(B) and MA) n y’W)I = 1, 
or 
or 
Y(A)=Y’M) and IY(W n ~‘(4 = 1, 
y(A)nf(A)=@ and Y(B) n Y’(B) = 0. 
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Therefore we have as before 
y(t- l)+ 1= ICJ <2y. 
This is impossible, too. 
Last, assume 2 = t < x =y. For this case, r is the strongly regular graph 
with parameters x2, 2(x - l), and 4. From Lemma 1, we have 
{2(x- 1)-4)‘+4( x2 - 4) = 4(2x2 - 6.x + 5) = (2s)’ (a) 
and 
(b) 
for some positive integers s and m. 
From (b), x’{( x2-2x+5)(-x+3)-4} is divided by s. By using (a), 
we have 
s( 7x+15. (cl 
So (7x + 15)2 is divided by s2. Again by using (a), 714x + 205 is divided by 
s2. Thus 2x2 - 6x + 5 = s2 < 714x + 205. Therefore we have 
2<.u<360. (d) 
Now, 2s2 = 4x2 - 12x + 10 = (2x - 3)2 + 1, that is, 
(2~-3)~-2s~= -1. (e) 
By (c), (d), and (e), we obtain that x = 5. 
(19) When t = 2 and x =y = 5, f is isomorphic to the quotient of the 
Johnson graph ( y). 
ProojI For a vertex y of Z(a), we shall show that y is joined to the ver- 
tex y’ of Z(a) such that y(A) n y’(A) = @ and y(E) n y’(B) = 0. We put the 
subset Q of Z(a): 
J2= {dEZ(a)nd(y)j li?(A)ny(A)( = 1 or ld(B)ny(B)I = l}. 
Then the size of Q is 12. Since Id(r)I = 25 and (d(y) n d(cr)l = 4, the num- 
ber of the vertices of Z(a), which is joined to y and not contained in 0, is 
equal to 9. On the other hand, the number of the vertex y’ of E(U) such 
that y(A) n y’(A) = 0 and y(B) n y’(B) = 0, is equal to 9. Therefore we 
have our assertion. Thus the structure of r is uniquely decided. 
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(20) When t = x = 2, r is isomorphic to a triangle graph T(m), 
m 2 4. 
Proof: We put the subset IiV of the cliques of r 
I7= {auA,,auA,,B,uA, ,..., B,uA,} (Ai= {YWa)ld(Y)~~i). 
Then each vertex is contained in exactly two cliques of ZZ, and conversely 
the intersection of two cliques of ZI7 always contains only one vertex. 
Therefore each vertex corresponds one-to-one to each unordered pair of 
the cliques of 17. Furthermore two vertices a and b are joined to each other 
if and only if there is only one clique of Z7 which contains (a, /I}. Thus r is 
isomorphic to the triangle graph constructed by the cliques of Z7. 
(21) When t = x > 2, r is isomorphic to the graph of PG(n, q), n 2 3, 
which is mentioned above. 
Proof: We put the subset Z7 of the cliques of E 
n={(d(y)nBj)~A,,(y~C(a),Bj~~(B)}u((a,Ai)Il~idt} 
(A,j={y’EC(C()Id(y’)r\Bj=d(y)nBi}). 
Then the intersection of two cliques of I7 always contains only one vertex. 
Furthermore for two joined vertices 6 and q, there exists only one clique of 
I7 which contains (6, r>. 
Now for two joined vertices a and /?, we choose two cliques C1 and C, of 
II which contain a and do not contain 8, and choose two cliques C’, and 
C; of 17 which contain fl and do not contain a. We put C, n C’, = {y } and 
Cz n C; = {S}. Then we shall show that y and 6 are joined to each other. 
Assume that y and 6 are not joined to each other, and put C, n C2 = {q} 
and C’, n Cz = {E}. We obtain that a, b, q, and E are contained in 
d(y) nd(6). Furthermore a, p, and q are joined to each other, and a, /?, 
and E are also joined to each other. Therefore q and E are joined to each 
other. Let D, be the clique which contains {a, q, y, E}, and D, be the clique 
which contains {a, II, 6, E}. Then C,, D,, and D, are distinct from each 
other, and these contain (a, q}. This is contrary to (4). 
Regard the vertex of r as line, and the clique of ZI as point. Then what is 
mentioned above means the axiom systems of projective space. The dimen- 
sion of this projective space is at least 3, because the number of points con- 
tained in the line is equal to t, and the number of lines through the point is 
at least t2 - t + 1. Thus this projectve space satisfies Desargue’s theorem, 
and we can prove (21) from [ 1 and 21. 
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4. PROOF OF THEOREM B 
We can prove similarly the step (2), (3), and (6) of the proof of 
Theorem A, and the (4), (5), and the first half of (7) also hold by the 
replacement from t to m or n. First we shall show that x= 2 or y = 2. 
Assume that x and y are both at least 3. Let 6 be a vertex of A,n BP and q 
a vertex of Aj n B, for i fj and p # q. Then Dj n F, and Din Fq are two cli- 
ques of d(6)n d(q) which contain a. Therefore we may assume 
IDjnFp(=m and IDinFqI=n. Let 4’ be a vertex of A,nB, for k#i,j. 
Then D,j n F, and Dk n F, are two cliques of d(q) n d(i) which contain a. 
Since lD,n Fpl = m, we have that ( Dk n F,J = n. By repeating in this way, 
we conclude that JD, n F,] = n for any D,. Similarly ) D, n FJ = n for any 
F,. This is a contradiction. 
Hereafter we put x= 2, (A, n B,I = 1, and (A,n B,( =n- 1 for any B,. 
We note that m = 2, and for two vertices a and y with d(a, y) = 2, the sub- 
graph d(a) n d(y) is isomorphic to r,. 
From the proof of (l), r is regular, and the regularity is equal to ny. The 
size of the cliques of r is equal to 1 + y, 1 + n, or 1 + y(n - 1). Put 
{b,} = A, n BP and ifi,} = A, n B, for p # q. One of the cliques which con- 
tain (p,,, /3,} is A, u {a}. The size of another clique is n + (n - 1)2 from (9). 
Thus n + (n - 1 )2 = 1 + y(n - 1 ), that is, y = n. The number of vertices 
which are distance 2 from a is equal to (n - 1)2, and they are joined to each 
other. Therefore the diameter of Tis 2. 
Regard the vertex of {a, A,} as point, and the other vertex as line, and 
that a point is incident to a line whenever the corresponding vertices are 
joined to each other. Then the set of points and the set of lines construct a 
finite projective plane under the incident structure. 
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